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The FOOTPRINTS OF DAVID ARTS FESTIVAL is unarguably one of the biggest arts festivals on the Lagos Mainland. 
Shortened as FODAF, the community festival was conceived as a palliative to the societal ills that have for long plagued the 
Bariga community. It is thus designed to deliver quality experiences in entertainment, education and worship.

Led by the indisputable crusader of community development, Seun Awobajo, FOOTPRINTS OF DAVID ARTS FESTIVAL 
birthed the FOOTRINTS OF DAVID ARTS ACADEMY – a fast growing arts institution dedicated to discovering young talented 
artists, grooming their skills and availing them a platform to showcase what they’ve got to the world. In over a decade of 
operation, the Arts academy has, performed to diverse audiences including eminent citizens in the country and abroad; 
earning credits for its exceptional creative exploits.

FODAF, with its lofty aspiration to tame the turbulence that rocked the community of Arobadade and its environs, did not 
receive an immediate response. The dream to renew the call for better society was challenged by stumbling blocks, but the 
festival has remained unfazed, standing stronger than it was when it was founded in December 2005. Like the Rock of 
Gibraltar, the festival remains undaunted by the oddities. As a philosopher rightly noted, ‘It seems impossible until it is 
done’’; staging such a mammoth festival with lean resources would seem a suicide mission. Awesomely, the staging of 
FODAF has taught all the lessons of tenacity of visions.

As an end-of-the-year fiesta, the FOOTPRINTS OF DAVID ARTS FESTIVAL has become a picnic of some sort. To the haves 
and haves-not, it creates an equilibrium where humanity is the common factor. 



FOOTPRINTS OF DAVID ARTS was founded by Seun Awobajo as a children theatre troupe in December 2005. The troupe 
has since its founding performed at local and foreign festivals, and before personalities which is inclusive of several 
presidents of countries.

FOOTPRINTS OF DAVID ARTS has expanded its scope of operations into a hybrid of several social enterprises which 
includes FOD Arts Academy, FOD Gang, Bright Achievers’ schools (a free slum school), Bariga Photo Academy, Bariga 
Fashion Academy, My Bariga My Pride, i-Read community book club/Bariga TV, Seaside cottage Theatre, Bariga Adult 
Literacy Centre and FOD of David Arts Festival (FODAF).

FOOTPRINTS OF DAVID ARTS remains golden platforms for disadvantage children, creating positive change in the 
community, propelling peaceful and communal living to aid all-round community development. In May 2018, FOOTPRINTS 
OF DAVID ARTS won the Lagos stage Excellence Award of Art 2018 presented by the then governor of the state, Mr. 
Akinwunmi Ambode.

FOOTPRINTS OF DAVID ARTS FESTIVAL (FODAF) is an annual community-based street Arts festival which holds at 
Arobadade area of Bariga. The Festival is one of the pivotal cardinals of FOOTPRINTS OF DAVID ARTS which is aimed at 
reaching out to the downtrodden, sharing with them and creating a society that is driven by positive stance. The Festival is 
dedicated to discovering young talents, educating and giving their dreams wings to fly.

FODAF 2019 is themed ‘’A BETTER CHILD’’ with a fixed scheduled dates in Bariga from December 25th- 30th yearly.
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